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What is Tutoring Blitz?
By Melissa Berry

them working as hard
as they do to accomplish
their goals."
Students interest
ed in attending Tutoring
Blitz can come to Madi
son Hall beginning at the
time of their choosing.
Upon arrival, they should
check in on the first floor
lobby. From there, they
will be directed to their
subject area. Students
should feel free to come
alone or in a group. Tutors
will be available through
out the day, so students
may stay as long as they
wish. An added bonus for
coming early to Tutoring
Blitz, however, is that the
first 100 students to check
in receive a free t-shirt.
If you have any
questions about Tutoring
Blitz, please visit the SSC
website at http://www.
uah.edu/ssc/ or call 256824-3472.

Staff Writer

Why do UAHuntsville students not have
class the day before fi
nals? Is it to give you a
break? Is it to allow you
to get rest? Actually, the
UAH calendar deems .the
day before finals, Wednes
day, Dec. 4, as Study Day.
And that is where Tutor
ing Blitz comes in.
From 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. on Dec. 4, the Stu
dent Success Center in
Madison Hall will hold
Tutoring Blitz as it does
each semester. Tutor
ing Blitz enlists the help
of more than 30 tutors,
PASS leaders, Gradu
ate Teaching Assistants
and professors to help
students study for finals.
Every college within the
university will be repre
sented by a tutor willing
to assist students.
"I've gone to Tutor
ing Blitz several times,"
Joy Pettes, a Senior Busi
ness major, said. "It helps
by giving me the oppor
tunity to work with other
students to prepare for
finals. It's nice having
PASS leaders there to an
swer any questions and to
give helpful advice. Finals
can be overwhelming, but
by going to Tutoring Blitz
I felt less stressed and
more prepared for all of

my exams.
Jonathan
Savoy,
a PASS leader, tutor and
teaching assistant will be
working at Tutoring Blitz
and says, "I would recom
mend going to Tutoring
Blitz. Students attend
because it helps get them
away from distractions at
home. Plus, it allows stu
dents to work and study
in small groups which
has proven to be more
successful."

tutoring program is all
about peer learning, and
at Tutoring Blitz there
is always this contagious
energy. It's great to see
students helping students
for finals."
Savoy says, "I love
working Tutoring Blitz.
I get to see all of the stu
dents that I've met with
throughout the semester.
I get to see how much
they've learned and it
makes me proud to see

According to Valerie John
son, the Student Success
Center's Tutoring Coor
dinator, "Tutoring Blitz
has been growing quite
steadily every semester.
In fall 2011, 65 students
attended. Last semes
ter, just three semesters
later, that number grew
to 175 students." Johnson
loves the energy in Madi
son Hall on Tutoring
Blitz Day. She says, "The

"I love working Tutoring Blitz. I get to see all 1
of the students that I've met with throughout
the semester. I get to see how much they've
learned and it makes me proud to see them
working as hard as they do to accomplish
their goals."

Jonathan Savory
PASS leader, tutor and teacher assistant

150 years later, newspaper prints a Gettysburg redress
By Tina Susman
Los Angeles Times

(MCT) - Four score
and 70 years ago, a Penn
sylvania newspaper chided Abraham Lincoln's
Gettysburg Address as
"silly remarks."
This week, in time
for the speech's 150th an
niversary, Harrisburg's
Patriot-News apologized
for "a judgment so flawed,
so tainted by hubris, so

lacking in the perspec
tive history would bring,
that it cannot remain
unaddressed in our ar
chives."
With that, the
newspaper's
editorial
board issued an unusual
media mea culpa that has
captured national atten
tion despite its tonguein-cheek approach.
It read in part:
"Our predecessors, per
haps under the influ

ence of partisanship, or
of strong drink, as was
common in the profession
at the time, called Presi
dent Lincoln's words 'sil
ly remarks,' deserving 'a
veil of oblivion,' appar
ently believing it an in
different and altogether
ordinary message, un
remarkable in eloquence
and uninspiring in its
brevity."
"Just think: The
speech, the exact words

UAH versus A & M recap
By Jeff Carr
Staff Writer

The University of
Alabama in Huntsville
men's basketball team
played Alabama A&M in
their first meeting since
1998. The matchup was
dubbed the Mayor's Cup,
which included the vic
tor getting a large trophy.
Both teams delivered one
heck of a show for the fans
that filled the Von Braun
Center.
After controlling
the majority of the game,
the Chargers ceded the
win to the Bulldogs as
A&M tore off on a 13-2
point run to take a one-

point lead with just over
five minutes remaining
in the game. A flurry of
three-pointers from both
teams kept the Huntsville
crowd's heart rate up, but
foul trouble ultimately
spelled defeat for the Blue
and White.
A&M played con
stant pressure, both de
fensively and offensively,
as their transition offense
had the Chargers backpedaling all night.
Leading UAH in
scoring was Ronnie Mack
with 20 points including
six three-pointers. Wayne
Dedrick added 16 points
of his own and Andy Don
ovan dropped four three-

pointers in the basket for
12 points.
Troy
Saxton
showed his repertoire of
ball-handling skills as he
befuddled Bulldog ballstoppers in his duration of
playing time. UAH contin
ued to showcase its young
talent as Michael Gilmore, Garrett Cosgrove
and Caleb Duke saw solid
minutes in a marquee
matchup against a strong
opponent.
The Chargers' next
home game will be this
Saturday as they host
Tennessee Temple at 5
p.m. Be there and watch
for this team's continued
growth on the court.

of it, are still looked at,
thought about and dis
sected," said Michele
Hamill, a conservator
at Cornell University in
Ithaca, N.Y., where one
of five copies of Lincoln's
handwritten speech is on
display through Nov. 23
in commemoration of its
delivery Nov. 19, 1863.
"He was a very
thoughtful writer, and
it shows," Hamill said,
referring both to the
penmanship and the
substance of the speech,
which was short _ about
two minutes _ but memo
rable.
So too was the
dissing it received in
some media, a scoff that
haunted the Harrisburg
editors until their edito
rial, which ran Thursday
with a column explaining
the decision to declare:
"The Patriot-News re
grets the error."
Donald Gilliland,
the reporter who wrote
the explanatory article,
noted that the dismissive
comments about Lin
coln's address did not ap
pear until five days after
he had delivered them.
Days earlier, the paper _
then called the Patriot &
Union _ had devoted ex
tensive coverage to the
president's visit to the

Jim Getty of Gettysburg, Pa., appears in silhouette as Presi
dent Abraham Lincoln. Getty will once again deliver the Get
tysburg Address in Gettysburg on the 150th anniversary of the
celebrated speech. (Michael S. Wirtz/Philadelphia Inquirer/
MCT)

Pennsylvania city, in
cluding printing the full
text of his speech without
editorial comment, Gillil
and noted.
Gilliland also said
the critical editorial was
not aimed only at Lin
coln's words, but also at
what editors considered
the political theater of
the Gettysburg event,
which was held to dedi
cate a cemetery to Union
soldiers killed during the
battle there four months
earlier.
Whatever the con

text, Gilliland wrote that
the words that appeared
on Nov. 24, 1863, earned
the newspaper "an endur
ing place in history for
having got Lincoln's Get
tysburg Address utterly,
jaw-droppingly wrong."
This isn't the first
time a newspaper has
apologized many years
after the fact. In 2004,
the Lexington HeraldLeader in Kentucky apol
ogized for its failures in
SEE REDRESS, PAGE 5
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Vulnerable Democrats break ranks
with Obama on part of health care law
By Curtis Tate

Half a century
later, JFK
conspiracies
still thrive

quire insurers to tell them Friday are top targets erate billons of dollars.
what parts of their plans next year for the National
Bera, a physician
were substandard com Republican
Congressio who was elected last year
pared with the Affordable nal Committee, according
by a narrow margin, said
(MCT) - Looking Care Act.
to
spokeswoman
Andrea
he'd
received pushback
toward their own re-elec
The Republican bill Bozek.
from
his
leadership.
tion prospects rather than contains neither restric
Pitney
said
that
"I get yelled at some
standing by their party or tion.
when forced to choose be times," he said, but addec
president, 39 Democrats
Problems
have
in the House of Represen plagued the Affordable tween loyalty to party and that his vote wasn't a vo
tatives broke ranks Friday Care Act since the debut president and the voters against the president.
By Maria Recio
"It's about bein
to support a Republican of its insurance market who put you in office, it's
preme Court Chief Justice
not
a
difficult
calculation
McClatchy
Washington
pragmatic
and
solvin
bill that would modify places last month, largely
Earl Warren.
Bureau
problems as they arise," h
President Barack Obama's the result of a glitch-laden for most lawmakers.
It is a deep-seated
"Go
with
the
angry
con
said.
signature health care law. website that's prevented
belief — that no single
House Republica
Who killed JFK?
By a vote of 261- many people from navi stituents every time," he
man could commit what
campaign efforts have sin
Fifty years after some consider the crime
122, the Republican-led gating the system. Enroll said.
Among the 39 Dem gled out other freshme
the slaying of the nation's of the century — that's
House approved a bill that ment numbers after the
ocrats
who
sided
with
Re
Democrats
from
Califor
35th
president, that's still been part of the American
would allow insurance first month didn't meet ad
publicans
on
the
House
nia,
including
Reps.
Rau
a
provocative
question for psyche since the 1960s
companies to sell new cus ministration estimates.
bill
were
six
from
Califor
many.
Ruiz,
who's
also
a
physi
tomers individual health
and that got a Hollywood
The
pressure
Conspiracy theories boost from director Oliver
policies in 2014 that don't Obama was feeling from nia, a state dominated by cian, Scott Peters and Ju
Democrats but where the lia Brownley.
began swirling almost im Stone's conspiracy-fueled
meet the minimum cover Democratic
lawmakers GOP hopes to contest con
The GOP also is go mediately after President 1991 re-creation, "JFK."
age requirements set by was at least equal to the
gressional districts that ing after more seasonec John F. Kennedy's assas
the health care law.
But it's also one
anxiety lawmakers have hadn't seen much competi
lawmakers it consider
sination in Dallas on Nov. that no one speaks about
The vote came a day been experiencing as next
vulnerable. Rep. John Gar 22, 1963, and have never too loudly, as Secretary of
after the president, under year's midterm elections tion until recently.
Rep.
Ami
Bera,
amendi
once served as the really stopped.
heavy pressure from his loom and the health law
State John Kerry discov
D-Calif.,
wasn't
even
in
California
state insurance
A spate of new ered earlier this month
allies on Capitol Hill, soft rollout continues to unened a key provision of the derperform. That includes Congress when the health commissioner and regulat books re-examining that when he said publicly that
Affordable Care Act. He newcomers who weren't care law passed in 2010. ed health care companies moment in anticipation of he didn't think Oswald
said policyholders whose in Congress when the law Still, he's repeatedly tried In a 2010 news release the 50th anniversary has had acted alone, only to
plans had been canceled in was approved and veteran to distance himself from he hailed the health care revived some theories, clam up within days.
anticipation of the new law members who seldom wor the law's less popular pro- law's protections, echoing ;ried to squelch others and
"To this day, I have
Obama's frequently repeat bund intriguing new de serious doubts that Lee
going into effect could keep ry about re-election.
ed promise that Americans rails of botched investiga- Harvey Oswald acted
them for another year.
"This isn't your
"This isn't your
could
keep the policies they ions or deliberate conceal alone," Kerry told NBC
Obama had already typical issue," said Jack
had,
if
they liked them.
typical issue. This is
ment by authorities.
apologized to people who Pitney, a political science
News' Tom Brokaw for a
That turned out not
There's a ready au 50th anniversary pack
got cancellation letters professor at Claremont
something that very
to be true, and Republi dience: Sixty-one percent age. "I certainly have
for promising them they McKenna College in Cali
cans plan to remind voters >f the American people doubts that he was moti
could keep their policies fornia. "This is something
every chance they get who >elieve that Lee Harvey vated by himself."
if they preferred, rather that very dramatically af
people."
made that promise. Rep. Tswald did not act alone
than sign up for coverage fects people."
Kerry touched on
Kevin
McCarthy of Cali n killing the president, several of the theories
through the online insur
Only last month,
fornia, the third-ranking according to the most re that have swirled around
ance marketplace.
Republicans were feeling
Jack Pitney
House Republican, com lent Gallup poll, released the assassination: Was
The differences be heat from constituents over
Political Science Professor
piled a list of lawmak friday. While the percent- more than one gunman
tween the House-passed a two-week partial govern
Claremont McKenna
ers who made statements
bill, offered by Rep. Fred ment shutdown. But now
ge of those who believe involved? Beside Oswald's
similar to the president's, n a conspiracy is the low- perch on the sixth floor
Upton, R-Mich., the chair Democrats are the ones in
College, California
including Garamendi and
st since the late 1960s, it of the Texas School Book
man of the House Energy the hot seat, their hopes
five-tenn
Rep.
Jim
Costa,
onfirms the public's ongo- Depository, did more shots
and Commerce Commit for retaking control of the
tee, and. what Obama an House, always an uphill visions. In addition to vot D-Calif., both of whom vot ng doubts about the "lone come from the grassy knoll
nounced is that the presi battle, made even steeper. ing for the Upton bill, he ed for the Upton bill.
gunman" theory.
at Dealey Plaza? Did Cuba
co-sponsored a Republican
dent's plan would apply
"Any
Democrat
who
The likely conspira- and the former Union of
More than two doz measure to delay for two
only to people with exist en Democrats who voted
talked that way is going ors?
Soviet Socialist Republics
ing policies and would re with the Republicans on years a tax on insurance to have a problem," Pitney
The
poll
found
that
— communist nations fu
companies that would gen said.
13 percent believe the Ma rious at being pressured
fia and 13 percent think to remove Soviet missiles
the federal government from Cuba — figure in Os
was involved; 7 percent wald's action?
named the CIA; 5 percent
Oswald, a former
each believe Cuban lead Marine, defected to the
By Eryn Johnson
er Fidel Castro, "special USSR for several years
Staff Writer
interests" and political and married a Russian
groups were responsible; woman before returning
the Ku Klux Klan, then- to Texas. He was also con
Calendar of Events
Vice President Lyndon sidered a Cuban govern
Johnson and the Soviet ment sympathizer who,
w
Friday, November 22
SlitUnion each drew 3 per seven weeks before the
cent.
Dallas shooting, was in
^7 Au LArt HiSt°ry ® Salmon Library Gallery (through 12/61
The random-sam Mexico City trying to get
a t^ ~ dollday Art Show and Sale @ Salmon Library Gallery
ple poll of 1,039 people 18 a visa to Cuba.
and
older was conducted
,,,,
Society for Strategy Games Bakesale @ Frank Franz Lobby
Kerry told Brokaw
Nov. 7-10. It has a margin that he didn't agree with
1) AM - Cyber Security Career Day @ BAB Lobby
of error of plus or minus 4 another popular theory
percentage points. The be that the CIA was behind
7An°pLM nTAhuertMinu,e Thesis ComPetiti°n@ Wilson Hall Room 168
lief in a conspiracy hasn't the assassination. Some
1 A"My S°ns bY Ar,hur Miller ® Wilson Hail Theater
diminished in nearly 50 skeptics of the Warren
7-30 pm nam ^
7.30 PM - UAH Jazz Ensemble @ Roberts Recital Hall
years of polling. Doubts Commission report main
also persist about the tain that the Central In
Saturday, November 23
findings of the Warren telligence Agency was
Commission, which was humiliated by Kennedy's
3 PM - WBB vs. Tennessee Temple @ Spragins Hall
created by Johnson, after refusal to provide air cov
5 PM - MBB vs. Tennessee Temple @ Spragins Hail
he became president, to er for the Bay of Pigs plan,
investigate the assassina
• .30 PM UAH Theater: All My Sons by Arthur Miller @ Wilson Hall Theater
tion and was led by Su
SEE KENNEDY, PAGE 5
McClatchy Washington
Bureau

CaSendar of Events

Sunday, November 24
2:30 PM - UAH Theater: All My Sons by Arthur Miller @ Wilson Hall Theater
3 PM - An Afternoon of Chamber Music @ Roberts Recital Hall

Monday, November 25
5 PM - Study with the Sigma's @ Salmon Library 2nd Floor

Tuesday, November 26
7:30 PM - Percussion Ensemble and Steel Band @ Roberts Recital Hall

Wednesday, November 27
Thanksgiving Break - No Classes

Thursday, November 28
Thanksgiving Break - No Classes

For more information about student events visit the
UAH Student Events Calendar at:
http://www.uah.edu/student-iife/activities/events-calendar.

•

neXptL^Hono^r11 ^ Kf™edy escorts Jacqueline Ken
nedy past the Honor Guard at the grave of President John F
Kennedy, during the burial ceremony for the president at Ar
lington National Cemetery in Arlington, Va on Nov 2<i IfifiS
seunJMCT)

Kennedy Presidential Library and Mu-
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Lady Chargers off to an electric start
By Taylor Reed

buckets to take a 7-0 lead. lowed in three minutes
For the first 12 seconds of against the UAH offense.
the game the score was At halftime, UAH also
The only time that tied 0-0. Those 12 seconds had 49 rebounds, which
the UAHuntsville wom were the best for the visit would turn out to be more
en's basketball team has ing team as the Chargers than the amount of points
reached triple digits in continued to expound on the Tigers would put up
back to back games was their lead all night. Not all game.
over three decades ago, only did the Chargers
By the end of the
but this year the team never let the Tigers catch ; beating, the Chargers won
picked to finish second in up, the Chargers never by a shocking 90 points,
the GSC has scored 100 in slowed down as they con as the final
score was
the first two games of the tinued to score and contin 134-44. It was a historic
season.
ued to force turnovers on night.for the home team
The fast-paced of defense.
as they broke almost ev
fense jumpstarted in
At the half, the ery record in the book:
Spragins last Tuesday Lady Chargers had scored most points in a game,
against Hiwassee College. 76 points, while only al most points at home, most
Before fans could even lowing 18. It took UAH points in a half, most
find their seats after the 20 minutes to score the field goal attempts, most
tipoff UAH had already amount of points most field goals made, most re
taken off. Winning the teams score in 40 minutes bounds, most assists and
tipoff UAH scored, then . The UAH defensive surge most steals. Records were
assisted by back to back also held Hiwassee to the shattered that night that
inbound steals, it took same amount of points in dated all the way back to
the Chargers just over 20 minutes of play that 1978. In the record-break
30 seconds to sink three the Hiwassee defense al- ing performance six play
ers scored in double fig
ures,
led by Jordan Smith
The Chargers won by a shocking 90 points,
who scored 30. Sophomore
as the final score was 134-44.
Halle Jarnagin helped in
Shattered records include:
breaking the record for re
bounds grabbing 11 off the
• Most points in a game
glass including five off of
• Most points at home
the offensive boards. Jas
• Most points in a half
mine Hammon and Shan
• Most rebounds
non Steinert both grabbed
• Most assists
six steals helping to break
•Most steals.
that record as well.
The Chargers per
Staff Writer

formed a shock and awe on
the home courts against a
clearly weaker opponent
but the real challenge
would be how they would
respond in their first away
matchup against Montevallo.
The Chargers' first
half against the Falcons
was rough as UAH was
charged with 15 fouls and
recorded 12 turnovers.

The Chargers managed to
go into the half with a 4033 lead, still giving Montevallo hope until the Lady
Chargers came out on the
court after a short break
and played as a completely
different team. The Lady
Chargers outscored the
Falcons 64-38 in the last
20 minutes, giving the
Chargers a 104-71 victory
to place them at 2-0 this

year. For the second game
in a row, UAH reached
the 100 mark. Every UAH
player recorded points for
the second game in a row
and five of those players
scored in double digits.
UAH is off to
the fastest start in the
history of the program
and has broken almost ev
ery record in the books in
just two games.

Photo: UAH Sports Department

Two miracles equal an Auburn victory over Georgia
By Chip Towers
The Atlanta JournalConsitituion (MCT)

If it was not al
ready evident that this is
not the Georgia Bulldogs'
year, Auburn left no doubt
Saturday night at JordanHare Stadium.
Trailing 38-37 and
facing fourth-and-18 at
their own 27 with 36 sec
onds to play, Tigers' quar
terback Nick Marshall
dropped back to heave a
prayer down the middle of
the field. It was answered.
Though wide re
ceiver Ricardo Louis was
well-covered by Josh Harvey-Clemons and Tray
Matthews, the two safe
ties both reached for the
ball at the same time.
The ball deflected off
Harvey-Clemons' hands
_ Matthews appeared in
position to intercept it
and over Matthews' head. Damian Swann (5) of the Georgia Bulldogs breaks up a pass intended for Sammie Coates (18) of the Auburn Tigers in the first
'
' °n Saturday' Nov" 16' 2013-Auburn defeated Georgia, 43-38. (Jason Getz/Atlanta
Louis continued down the JournahC^^^itutioi^TcT)m ™
field and, as Georgia's de
fensive backs fell to the
ground, he hauled in the touchdown run that saw
Even after the re to say other than interest
deflected ball and ran un him get into the end zone markable Auburn score, ing ballgame," said Geor Hare in two weeks.
Now with their SEC
touched into the end zone by a whisker with 1:49 to Murray had Georgia in gia coach Mark Richt,
East
hopes
officially extin
for a 73-yard touchdown play. The touchdown stood position to break hearts exhausted from the emo
guished,
the
Bulldogs (6with 25 seconds remain up after a long video re again. He used two pass tional roller-coaster ride
4,
4-3
SEC)
can
play for
ing.
play review and capped a completions and an offside he endured. "Congratula whatever bowl bids might
Auburn failed on remarkable 28-point sec penalty to get the Bulldogs tions to Gus Malzahn and
the ensuing two-point ond-half comeback by the in position for another go- the Auburn Tigers. They be left out there. Depend
ing on how they do in their
conversion, but fought off Bulldogs, who trailed 27- ahead score. But on first- were fantastic."
final games against Ken
another furious comeback 10 at halftime.
and-5 from the Tigers' 20,
The victory was tucky and Georgia Tech,
attempt from Georgia and
"We could sense he was hit by Dee Ford as huge for Auburn. After
held on for a miraculous it," Murray said of the im he tried to release a pass finishing 3-9 last sea the options probably won't
be great.
43-38 victory.
pending Georgia victory. under pressure. The hit son, the Tigers improved
Murray appeared
"I told our team, I "Once we had a couple altered Murray's throw, to 10-1 under first-year
to
have
executed one of
really feel like we're in the TDs, the defense really which fell to the ground coach Malzahn. Now all
the
greatest
comebacks
midst of something spe did a great job of getting well short of the end zone. that stands between Au
in
Georgia
history
just
cial," Auburn coach Gus us field position towards
Murray collapsed burn and an appearance barely a minute before
Malzahn said.
the end. We just knew in a heap right there, ly in the SEC Championship
Auburn's win ru we needed to get the ball ing so still he appeared game in Atlanta is a rath Auburn's prayerful play.
ined an otherwise remark in our hands, and we felt dead until a teammate er notable date against Murray's diving, 5-yard
able comeback by Georgia. like we could score at the rolled him onto his back to No. l-ranked Alabama in touchdown run, which saw
him get into the end zone
Senior quarterback Aaron end of the game, no matter console him.
tiiG iron 15owl. 1 licit gcini6 by a whisker on fourthMurray scored a 5-yard what."
"I don't know what will be played at Jordan- and-goal, stood up to video
Enjoy writing?
Looking for extra cash?
Write for the Charger Times!
Enjoy marketing?
Join our Sales Team!
Email us today!
chargertimes@uah.edu

review and tied the score
at 37-37 with 1:49 to go.
Marshall Morgan's PAT
gave the Bulldogs their
first and only lead.
But as has been the
case all season, Georgia's
defense could not make it
stand up at the moment
of truth. Jordan Jenkins
sacked Marshall for a
6-yard loss with 36 sec
onds to play at Auburn's
27. If the Tigers were go
ing to win it would take a
miracle. And they got it.
"We got them to
fourth-and-18, which is
almost as good as it gets,"
Richt said. "But to their
credit they make a play.
Sure enough our guys
don't give up. We had two
shots at the end zone. I
give our boys credit for
that as well." Murray fin
ished with 415 yards on
33-of-49 passing — in
cluding 277 yards in the
second half — with two
touchdowns and an inter
ception. Todd Gurley had
79 yards on 15 carries and
scored.
"He's a great play
er, a great, great player,"
Malzahn said of Murray.
Marshall, the oust
ed Bulldog, had 229 yards
passing _ including the
73-yard,
game-winning
touchdown, and 89 yards
rushing. Tre Mason added
115 yards and a touch
down for the Tigers.
It was the eighth
game this season when the
outcome of one Georgia's
game hung in the balance
in the fourth quarter.
"We've fought all
year long," Murray said.
"We know every game is a
fourth-quarter battle, and
we know we have to keep
fighting to the end."

SATURDAY GAME TIMES
Mississippi St. at Arkansas
Coastal Carolina at South Carolina
Chattanooga at Alabama '
n at loridc

11:00 am
12:00 pm
1:00 pm
'U pr

Texas A&M at LSU
Kentucky at Georgia
Vanderbilt at Tennessee
Missouri at Ole Miss
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Review:
Sunrise

(1927)
By Megan Roman
Staff Writer

D: F.W. Murnau. George
O'Brien, Janet Gaynor,
Badil
Rosing, Marga
ret Livingston, J Farrell
MacDonald. 97 min
Just as powerful
today as when it was
filmed, "Sunrise" earned
praise for its "artistic
quality of production,"
an impressive title itself,

which explains why the
film remains among the
most revered of all times.
Directed by German F.W.
Murnau, the film repre
sents both the peak of
artistic cinematic quality
in silent features and the
end of their era. The story
itself flows simply. Also
titled "A Song of Two Hu
mans," we see a countrydwelling married couple
whose lives are disrupted
as a woman from the city
tempts the farmer to kill
his wife. We never learn
the couple's names, they
are simply "the man," and
"the wife," but we surely
learn and feel their dra
ma. The man, pondering
the murder of his inno
cent wife, feels guilty, and
the wife responds with

the imagined terror once
his intentions become
clear. "Why are you afraid
of me?" read multiple title
cards, as if to highlight
the man's wracked soul.
Each scene resembles
a masterful still photo
graph, and Murnau ef
fectively
manipulates
light and shadowing to
help us glimpse into the
couple's anguish. With in
imitable brilliance, "Sun
rise" shows a masterful
portrait of what happens
once an urban seductress
preys upon pastoral hap
piness. Trivia buffs may
also want to add that
the film won the first,
and still only, Oscar for
Unique and Artistic Pro
duction.

Are Sci-fi films
in trouble?

Part 2
By David Vail
Staff Writer

Last week, I re
viewed a couple beers
from Rogue Ales in Ash
land, Oregon. This week,
I continue my taste test
ing on two of their newer
beers I've seen around
town. The first can be
found in the larger bomb
er-style bottle and sort of
a miniature-sized bottle. I
picked these up at Liquor
Express, but they can also
be found other places in
town.
Dad's Little Helper
Black IPA: This black IPA
of course pours a nearly
black color, with just a
hint of reddish brown,
and has an alcohol by vol
ume of 6.2 percent. The
aroma is a rich, warm
mixture of dark malts,
dark chocolate, espresso
and strong hops. It's such
a great combination of all
the warm notes and char
acter you would get from
a good stout, matched
very well with the bitter
kick of an IPA. This is one
of the best black IPA's I've
had.
XS
McRogue
Scotch Ale: I was hesitant
to try out this beer due to
the high price point and
the miniature size, but I
know Rogue, and I knew
this purchase would not
be in vain. This scotch

craze. Now, Star Wars 7,8, discussions. The majority
and 9 have their work cut of the modern entries in
out for them in once again the genre completely skip
Sciehce fiction is all the lifting a flagging
genre the ideas and go straight
rage in Hollywood right because
unfortunately, into crowd-pleasing action
now. The rise of the super modern sci-fi movies have scenes. The recent adap
hero film, combined with been on the decline for tion of Ender's Game is
JJ Abram's successful re more than half a decade emblematic of the trend.
boot of Star Trek sparked for many reasons.
The novel on which it was
a resurgence in the sci
Modern science fiction based was filled with mus
ence fiction
genre that films are flawed in many ings about what it means
will reach its peak in 2015 fundamental ways. Not to lead, what it means to
with the simultaneous re that there are no good sci- be human, and the con
lease of The Avengers 2 fi movies anymore because sequences of exploring
and the monumentally an there are, but given how the solar system. Ender's
ticipated Star Wars sequel many Hollywood makes, Game the film explores
trilogy. Strangely enough the hit to miss ratio is out none of these themes, fo
though, the surge of sci-fi rageously low. Over the cusing on the standard
movies has done nothing last decade or so, the only journey of the protagonist
to improve the genre and big budget science fiction from one plot checkpoint
in fact has cheapened it films that have combined to the next. Ender's Game
in many ways, emphasiz the necessary combina ends becoming a film that
ing quantity over quality. tion of elements success isn't bad necessarily, but
It is only fitting that an fully have been Christo dull and lifeless, and the
other Star Wars trilogy pher Nolan's Inception, same could be said about
would cement sci-fi as the James Cameron's Avatar, way too many modern sci
current "it" genre since it Steven Spielberg's Minor ence fiction films.
completes a pattern begun ity Report, and Pixar's
Too make matters worse,
all the way back in 1977.
Wall-e. Films like District sci-fi movies have also
Before Star Wars was 9, Sunshine, Moon, and declined in terms of jaw- By Paul Sorrels
released 36 years ago to Children of Men have also dropping spectacle. Even Staff Writer
momentous acclaim and been extremely impres though films like Trans
unprecedented box office sive but they were small formers and The Aveng
It opens with an image
numbers, sci-fi was usual er, more independent fare ers have used incredibly
of an overturned boat as
ly thought of as a B-movie and their influence on sophisticated
computer a lone voiceover apologiz
genre, filled with cheesy mainstream moviemak effects, they don't inspire
es for what he's done. He
rubber monsters and ter ing has been relatively the same sense of awe
goes on to tell us that he
rible plots. With the ex minor.
and wonder that films like tried until the very end,
ceptions of 2001: A Space
A good sci-fi movie con Blade Runner or The Em for whatever it was worth.
Odyssey and a few others sists of several elements, pire Strikes Back did. The
flukes, sci-fi just wasn't one of which consists of final battle scene of The Over the next two hours,
good for either critical or being grounded in inter Avengers is incredible but that struggle is presented
commercial success. Star esting, scientifically based it doesn't stay with you af to the audience through
Wars changed all of that themes or ideas. Although ter you finish watching it the eyes of one character,
and after smashing all the Star Wars films show the same way that the end with no other characters
appearing at any time
kinds of records, it led to that attention to scientific of Close Encounters of the
a golden age of sci-fi film detail is not absolutely Third Kind does. Modern and less than three or
making with the next six necessary, nearly all of filmmakers have seemed four lines of distinct dia
years containing science the great sci-fi films are to have forgotten or decid logue. For all intents and
fiction classics such as Su built around one central, ed to ignore the fact that purposes, "All Is Lost" is
perman, Close Encounters scientifically based idea. battle scenes are rarely a silent film.
The actor that plays
of the Third Kind, The From Stanley Kubrick ru as spectacular as an emo
Thing, Blade Runner, and minating on the relation tionally, artistically satis Our Man, as the credits
label the lone character,
E.T, with Return of The ship between man, ma fying end to a story or the
Jedi arguably marking chine, and aliens in 2001: culmination of a theme or is American icon Rob
the end of the incredible A Space Odyssey, to Ste idea and that bigger does ert Redford who through
run. Sixteen years later, ven Spielberg's decision to not equal better. While his decade-long career
the anticipation over the portray aliens as explor this has been a trend in in acting, directing, pro
Star Wars prequels led to ers instead of conquerors most Hollywood films, it ducing and founding the
another bump in the pop in Close Encounters of the has been more prominent Sundance Film Festi
val, has contributed im
ularity of science fiction
Third Kind, science fiction in the sci-fi genre.
measurably to the art of
movies, leading straight movies are predicated on
filmmaking. With "All Is
into the current superhero provoking thoughts and
SEE SCI-FI, PAGE 6 Lost," Redford is as good
and better than he has
ever been. While many
actors have played char
acters completely isolated
from the rest of human
ity, with Tom Hanks in
"Cast Away" being the
obvious example, "All is
Lost" is different in two
important ways: first that
there are less than 100
words spoken in the en
tire film and none in the
form of inter-character
By Paul Sorrels

Staff Writer
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ale pours a medium am
ber hue and has an ABV
of 7.0 percent. The aroma
is probably my favorite of
any beer I've ever had; it's
woody and sweet with just
so many- good notes like
grains and caramel. The

flavor is great too with
a solid malt presence,
caramel, toffee, brown
sugar and just an overall
warmth. I don't expect
anybody to drop five dol
lars for a tiny beer, but
this really was worth it.

Review: "All is Lost"

FilfScT)°m "RetU™ °f ^ Jedi" fr°m

the

dialogue, and secondly
that Redford is 77 years
old. Rarely does a film
even focus on characters
of that age and to make
one the only character in
the entire movie is virtu
ally unprecedented.
"All Is Lost" is the
story of Our Man as he
drifts alone on a boat in
the middle of the Indian
Ocean. Why he is there
the filmmakers don't tell
us, and we really know
nothing about the char
acter except that he is
resourceful, quiet and
eventually lost. Right as
the film opens, his boat
has run into a wayward
shipping container, which
rips a hole in the side,
partially flooding it and
damaging the navigation
and communication sys
tems. Although he is able
to patch up his boat, he is
unable to communicate or
navigate the boat prop
erly. Then, things take a
turn for the worse when
his ship gets stuck in a
storm and although he
puts up a good fight, he
is forced to abandon ship
and drift in an inflatable
lifeboat. From there, he
uses a book on celestial
navigation to try to reach
a nearby shipping zone,
in hopes that he can find
some kind of ship to res
cue him.
"All Is Lost" is the sec
ond film from director J.C
Chandor, whose previ
ous film, 201l's Margin

Call, was one of the most
acclaimed of that year.
With this film, Chandor
confirms his substantial
abilities as a director. As
hard as it is for an ac
tor to be the only person
to appear on camera, it's
equally as hard for a di
rector to maintain an au
dience's attention while
only pointing the camera
at one object for most of
the movie. The score by
Alex Ebert also contrib
utes immensely to main
taining interest and is
one of the most multi-fac
eted scores of the year so
far.
Ultimately, "All Is Lost"
is probably more interest
ing than it is entertain
ing, as there's only so
many ways to maintain
an audience's attention
using only one actor, a
boat cabin and a lifeboat,
and likely this will be a
divisive film among audi
ences. At one level, "All
Is Lost" will keep some
viewers riveted with its
impressive filmmaking,
elemental
storytelling
and archetypal battle be
tween man and nature.
At another level it gets a
bit tedious after a while
so while "All Is Lost" is
an extremely impressive
film, and arguably one of
the best films of the year,
whether or not you enjoy
it probably depends on
how patient of a viewer
you are.
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covering the civil rights
movement in the 1960s.
The Meridian Star in
Mississippi issued an
apology
to
coincide
with President Barack
Ohama's 2009 inaugura
tion, saying in an edito
rial that it, and many
papers across the South,
had "acted with gross ne
glect" in not covering piv
otal civil rights events.
"We did it through
omission, by not record
ing for our readers many
of the most important
civil rights activities that
happened in our midst,
including protests and
sit-ins. That was wrong,"
the Meridian Star said.
The Patriot-News
apology lacks the somber
tone of those apologies,
but it is no less signifi
cant, said Todd Gitlin, a
professor of sociology and
journalism at Columbia
University.
"An apology is sort of a
port of entry to a recog
nition of what's at stake
and what our values are,"
Gitlin said.
He said Lincoln's

from page 2

a failed effort that the
agency backed to invade
Cuba and overthrow Cas
tro. But when Kerry then
appeared on NBC's "Meet
the Press," presumably to
talk about foreign policy
issues, the former Massa
chusetts senator refused
to respond to questions
about the assassination.
But others have
weighed in.
In "A Cruel and
Shocking Act: The Secret
History of the Kennedy
Assassination,"
former
New York Times reporter
Philip Shenon opens his
book with a revelation
that the Navy pathologist
who examined Kennedy's
body burned the original
autopsy report because
it contained drops of the
president's blood. The book
also has new details about
Oswald's time in Mexico
City, including meetings
with the Russian KGB,
which the CIA allegedly
hid from the Warren Com
mission investigation.
"In Mexico City
there were a lot of people
who wanted to see Ken

«.
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message — that the na
tion was in a fight for de
mocracy — is as true to
day as it was then, citing
the current battles over
issues such as voter ID
laws, which civil rights
activists say are designed
to limit minority voting.
"The reason why I
think it makes sense . . .
to take note of the retro
grade position the paper
held is because this prin
ciple is still being fought
over," Gitlin said.
Five copies of the
speech exist: two in the
Library of Congress, one
in the White House, one
at the Illinois State His
torical Library and one
at Cornell. All are writ
ten in Lincoln's neat pen
manship, but they con
tain slight differences.
The copy at Cor
nell, for example, reads
"on this continent" in
stead of "upon this conti
nent" in the famous first
line.
That sets it apart
from the two in the Li
brary of Congress, which
were written before Lin
coln delivered the ad
dress, a time lag that
probably explains the dif

nedy dead who met with
Oswald," Shenon said.
Still, Shenon isn't
pushing a conspiracy the
ory.
"All the most cred
ible evidence points to Os
wald as the shooter of the
president and the killer of
Tippit," he said of Dallas
Police Officer J.D. Tippit,
who was killed trying to
detain Oswald. "My sus
picions are who else knew
and if he was encouraged
to do it."
University of Vir
ginia professor Larry Sabato concludes in "The
Kennedy Half-Century"
after extensive research
that the "evidence" of a
fourth shot — and there
fore a second gunman
— instead of the three
shots witnesses heard was
wrong. Studies of record
ings from an open micro
phone on a Dallas police
officer's motorcycle don't
include the sound of any
shots, said Sabato, be
cause it was too far away.
"The debate over
Nov. 22 will likely never
end," he said at the book's
release at Washington's
Newseum last month,
adding that the Warren

ferent wording.
Lincoln wrote the
Cornell copy a few days
after the speech at the re
quest of George Bancroft,
a historian who wanted to
make reproductions of the
document to raise money
for wounded soldiers.
Hamill said Lin
coln used high-quality
linen-based paper and
iron gall ink derived
from gall nuts. He sent it
to Bancroft, but the effort
fell flat. That's because
Lincoln had written on
both sides of a piece of
paper, and technology did
not allow the reproduc
tion of double-sided docu
ments. Bancroft asked
for another copy.
"Imagine, this is
a time of war and you're
asking Lincoln again to
do this thing," Hamill
said.
The president sent
Bancroft a fresh copy, us
ing two pieces of paper.
Bancroft was left with
what at the time seemed
to be a "piece of use
less paper," Hamill said,
but he held onto it and
willed it to his grandson,
a chemistry professor at
Cornell.

Commission has led to "50
years of unending suspi
cions and cynicism."
While he's confi
dent that no evidence of
a fourth shot shows up on
recordings of the incident
made at the time, Sabato
doesn't close the door to all
conspiracies.
Republican
po
litical consultant Roger
Stone's "The Man Who
Killed Kennedy: The Case
Against LBJ" is a conspir
acy-laden work that brings
the CIA, the FBI, the Ma
fia and Texas oilmen to
gether under a manipula
tive then-Vice President
Johnson who wants to be
president. Johnson died in
1973.
"This guy is an
amoral psychopath," Stone
said in an interview.
A Texan, Johnson
insisted on the trip to the
Lone Star State despite
Kennedy's reluctance to
go to a hard-core conser
vative area, Stone said.
Johnson also allegedly
thought he'd be dumped
from the ticket when Ken
nedy faced re-election in
1964.
"I believe John
son was the yoke of the

During the De
pression, the document
was sold to a New York
City dealer, but it even
tually ended up back in
Cornell's hands, where it
is guarded by a univer
sity police officer while it
is on display.
Hamill marveled
at the idea that a presi
dent with a war to run
had taken the time to
write out his speech five
times. And in perfect
penmanship.
The Patriot-Union
said that with the an
niversary of the speech,
"the time was ripe" to
clear the air.
"Really, this isn't
a question of journal
ism ethics, as would be
the case with a serious
retraction," the paper's
deputy opinion editor,
Matthew Zencey, wrote
to
iMediaEthics.org,
which monitors media
errors, apologies and re
tractions.
"It was more a way
of using the 150th an
niversary to say, with a
wink, 'Gee, can you be
lieve what rock heads
ran this outfit 150 years
ago?'"

conspiracy," Stone said,
in which he included dis
gruntled mob bosses who
had given money to Ken
nedy's father to help with
the 1960 election, only to
be subsequently investi
gated by an aggressive
Attorney General Robert
Kennedy, the president's
brother. Stone also main
tains there were multiple
shooters.
Julian Read, the
press aide to Texas Gov.
John Connally — who was
wounded in the car that
was carrying the presi
dent and first lady Jacque
line Kennedy — disputes
the notion of a conspiracy
in his book, "JFK's Final
Hours in Texas: An Eye
witness Remembers the
Tragedy and Its After
math."
"No one could keep
a secret that long if there
was a conspiracy," he
quotes Connally as having
said.
To the author, the
assassination had a sear
ing impact on Americans,
and now people want to
find peace with it. "It's the
most universally shared
experience in our history,"
Read said.
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SCI-FI
from page 4

Another problem is that
a lot of sci-fi has turned
into a sort of self-parody.
JJ Abrams Star Trek
films can't go more than
five minutes without refer
encing some obscure scene
from the original films
or TV show, and then es
sentially remade an entire
earlier entry with a few
situations changed. Mar
vel's films at least offer
a coherent universe but
similarly is entirely too
self referential to main
tain any kind of illusion
that what you're seeing
is fictional. Not to pick on
JJ Abrams unfairly but
his 2011 film Super 8 is
another serious offender,
purposely serving as a

WHAT WO
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sort of two-hour homage
to Spielberg's classic films
of the 1980's.
One final problem facing
modern sci-fi is the lack of
ambitious worldbuilding,
which could also be seen
as a lack of imagination,
another essential element
of good sci-fi. With the no
table exceptions of Avatar,
Inception, and to a lesser
extent District 9, Moon,
and Children of Men,
modern science fiction
films have been remark
ably generic when design
ing their fictional univers
es. Examine just one film
in the original Star Wars
films;, in this case The
Empire Strikes Back, and
notice that in just that one
film, Lucas showed us the
ice planet of Hoth, an in
credible asteroid field, the
swamps of Dagobah, and

the gorgeous Cloud City
locale. Then look at most
of the science fiction films
today and you'll notice
the same generic locales
nearly every time.
Fortunately, there is
still hope for the science
fiction filmmaking.
Next
year brings three poten
tially great science fiction
films: Christopher Nolan's
incredible sounding Inter
stellar, Wally Pfister's in
triguing Transcendence,
and the Wachowski Broth
ers Jupiter Ascending.
2015 will bring a new Star
Wars trilogy and if they
turn out well, maybe the
balance will shift back to
quality over quantity in
terms of sci-fi, but for right
now, Hollywood has per
fected the art of producing
science fiction without good
science, or good fiction.
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Los Angeles Times Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Rich Norris and Joyce Lewis
ACROSS
1 Michael who
plays Alfred in
many Batman
movies
6 Mess maker
10 Remote
13 Lightweight
synthetic
14 Nothing, in
Nicaragua
15 Scheme in which
three of four lines
rhyme
16 First two reindeer
named in
Rudolph's song
19 Jai
20 Fury
21 Baseball legend
Mickey
22 It has a trunk but
no wheels
24 Layered cookie
25 Use a mouse to
move a file
between folders,
say
30 Queue between
Qand U
33 Charged,
infantry-style
34 The Beatles'
"Abbey _"
35 Administer, as
justice, with "out1
36 Eden exile
37 Thorax organs
38 Thor's father
39 Book part
40 Former Atlanta
arena
41 Lopsided
42 Make a typo
43 List of behavioral
recommendations
45 Cry of dismay
47 Ten-speed unit
48 Prisoner
50 "How can
sure?"
51 Ring of light
55 2003 prequel
subtitled "When
Harry Met Lloyd"
58 Many Keats
poems
59 Stunt rider
Knievel
60 Sprinkles or
drizzles
61 Was in first
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By Erik Agard

62 "Don't touch
that !"
63 Supplement
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Saturday's Puzzle Solved
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1 Sonata ending
2 Inland Asian
sea
3 "Casablanca"
heroine
4 Diamond gem
5 Santa Barbarato-Las Vegas dir.
6 Marching band
percussion
instruments
7 Freeway
division
8 Unusual
9 Snits
10 Accounted for, as
during
calculations
11 36-Across'
second son
12 Steak request
15 Diarist Frank
17 Nothing, in Nice
18 50-and-over
org.
23 Critter before or
after pack
25 Fall in folds
26 Plane tracker
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27 Made "talent"
from "latent," e.g.
28 Prima
29 1980 DeNiro film
about a boxer
31 Clown heightener
32 Camp shelters
35 British heavy
metal band with
the album "Ace of
Spades"
37 Not as tight as
before
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Having a tough time
seeing the silver lining?
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41 Cavity filler's org.
43 Census gathering
44 Regard
46 Research sites
48 Revered
entertainer
49 Naked
50 Inventor's spark
52 Bone-dry
53 Gave for a while
54 Roughly
56 506, in old Rome
57 Bikini top

If you a r e feeling s a d , anxious, o r overwhelmed,
take an anonymous mental health self-assessment
Iowwtnj »'"• tor:

http://www.rnentalhealthscreening.org/screening/uah
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